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Abstract-By using complex representation and GSVD of quaternion matrices, we define the 
norm of quatemion matrices, study the equality constrained least squares problem of quatemion 
matrices, give the necessary and sufficient conditions for the quatemion equality constrained least 
squarea problem to have solutions, and finally derive a practical algorithm. @ 2003 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The equality constrained least squares (LSE) problem over complex number field has gained much 
attention (l-91. It is an important method in theoretical physics, statistics, signal processing, 
system theory, automatic control, economics, and general engineering. The method is a technique 
of solving overdetermined sets of linear equations Ax c b with equality constraints Bx = d. 
In recent, years, applications of quaternion matrices are getting more and more important 
and extensive in quantum mechanics, rigid mechanics, and control theory [lO-121. With the 
development of the above quaternion disciplines, it is getting more and more necessary to further 
study the theory and methods of quaternion matrices. In the study of theory and practical 
numerical computations of above quaternion disciplines, one often meets the quaternion LSE 
problem, but because of the noncommutation of quaternion, the LSE problem has not been 
settled now. 
In this paper, we introduce the norms of quaternion matrices by the method of complex repre- 
sentation of qtiaternion, and study the quaternion LSE problem. We not only give the necessary 
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and sufficient conditions for the quaternion LSE problem to have solutions, but also derive a 
practical algorithm. 
Let R denote the real number field, C = {a + bJ-i 1 a, b E R} the complex number field, 
and Q the quaternion number field. A quaternion is a number of the form 
y = x0 t Xii + z2j + xsk, (1.1) 
where zi E R and 
p = j2 = k2 = -1, ij = -ji = k. (1.2) 
The conjugate of quaternion y is 7 = x,-, - xii - xzj - xzk, and the norm is 171 = fl = 
xi + z: + x1 + x!. It is clear that y can be uniquely expressed as y = o + pj, in which 
a,pEC,andy=cr+fijifandonlyify=&-pj. LetF mxn(F,.mxn) denote the set of m x n 
matrices (with rank r) on a field F. For any A E Qmx”, rank(A) and AH denote the rank and the 
conjugate transpose of the quaternion matrix A, respectively. For any A E Qnxn, A is unitary if 
AHA = 1,. Finally, D = (dij) E Fmxn is diagonal whenever dij = 0 for ail i # j, and when this 
is the case, we may write D = diag(drr,d22,. . ,dgq), where q =min{m,n}. 
2. COMPLEX REPRESENTATION AND 
NORMS OF QUATERNION MATRICES 
For any quaternion y = xc + zri + z2j + xsk = cr + ,0j E Q, and a quaternion matrix 
A = (aij) E Q”““, the complex representation of quaternion y and complex representation 
matrix of quaternion matrix A are defined, respectively, to be 
and 
a(A) = 4” = (&)“) = ( ($ !$) E C2mx2n. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The complex matrix A” is uniquely determined by quaternion matrix A, and it is said to be a 
complex representation matrix of quaternion matrix A. 
By direct computation, we easily verify the following results. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
(1) IfA, B E Q”““, a E R, then (A + B)” = A” + &, (aA)” = aA’-‘. 
(2) If A E Q”““, B E Q”““, then (AB)O = A”B”, (AH)” = (A”)H. 
(3) If A E Q”““, then A is nonsingular if and oirly if A” is nonsingular, and (A@)-’ = (A-‘)“. 
(4) If A E Q”““, then A is unitary if and only if A” is unitary. 
From Proposition 2.1, we know that d : Qmxn + g(Qmxn) is an isomorphism of vector spaces, 
and u : Q”“” + cr(Qnxn) is an isomorphism of algebras. 
Now we introduce the definition of norm of quaternion matrices. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function v : Qmxn -+ R is a norm on Qmxn (or a qusternion matrix norm) 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) definiteness, A # 0 + v(A) > 0; 
(2) homogeneity, v(aA) = IaIv(A); 
(3) the triangle inequality, v(A + B) 5 v(A) + v(B), 
where A, B E Q”“” are arbitrary matrices, and a is an arbitrary complex number. 
If ~1 is a unitarily invariant norm of complex matrices, for any quaternion matrix A E Qmxn, 
by using the complex representation matrix A“ E C2mx2n, we define 
v(A) - /.L (A”). (2.3) 
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It is easy to verify that the u is a norm of quaternion matrix on Q”“” by Definition 2.1, and 
the norm is a unitarily invariant norm. In fact, if U, V are m x m and n x n quaternion unitary 
matrices, respectively, then by Proposition 2.1 we have 
v(UAV) = p ((UAV)O) = p (U”AuVb) = p (A”) = v(A). (2.4) 
Especially, by the Frobenius norm (or Euclid norm) I] . I] F and 2 norm (or spectral norm) I] .]I2 
of complex matrices we derive two norms of quaternion matrices. That is, for A E Qmxn, define 
IPIIF = llA’% 7 (2.5) 
IlAllz = IIA”Ih 9 (2.6) 
then IlAll~and II4 s are two unitarily invariant norms of quaternion matrices. We call them, re- 
spectively, the Frobenius norm (or Euclid norm) and the 2 norm (or spectral norm) of quaternion 
matrices. 
3. GENERALIZED SINGULAR VALUE 
DECOMPOSITION OF QUATERNION MATRICES 
For any A E Q”““, by [13] we know that the eigenvalues of quaternion matrix AHA are 
all nonnegative real numbers. The nonnegative square roots of the n eigenvalues of quaternion 
matrix AHA are called the singular values of quaternion matrix A. Wiegmann [13] gave the 
following singular value decomposition (SVD) of quaternion matrices by construction. 
THEOREM 3.1. SVD. (See 1131.) Let A E Qy’“. Then there exist unitary quaternion matrices 
U E Qmxm and V E Q”“” such that 
UHAV= “d ; , 
( > 
where D, = diag(Ti, 72,. . . , T,.), ri > 72 2 9 . . 2 rr > 0, and 71, 72, . . . , 7,. are the all nonzero 
singular value of quaternion matrix A. 
Now we give the following generalized singular values decomposition (GSVD) of quaternion 
matrices. 
THEOREM 3.2. GSVD. If A E Qpxn, B E Q{““, and m 2 n, then there exist unitary 
quaternion matrices U E Qmxm and V E QpxP and a nonsingular matrix & E Q”“” such that 
UHAQ = DA = diag(ai, 02,. . . ,a,), % 10, (3.2) 
VHBQ =DB = diag(&,&,...,A,), Pi 2 0, (3.3) 
where PI 2 . *. 2 pa > pa+1 = ‘. . = & = 0, q = min{p,n}. 
PROOF. Let C = By Theorem 3.1, choose unitary quaternion matrices M, N with 
(3.4) 
where D = diag(yr, . . . ,7k), 71 > . . . 2 “ylc > 0, k = rank(C). 
Let N = (Nr, Nz), Nr E Qnxk, A1 = ANID-1 E Qmxk, B1 = BNlD-1 E Qpxk. By (3.4), we 
easily have BN2 = 0, AN2 = 0. By Theorem 3.1, choose unitary quaternion matrices V, W with 
VHBIW = diag(Pi,. . . ,&), (3.5) 
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where PI 1 . . . > & 2 0, q = min{p, k}. Then 
vHBN “y” 1”_ ) = diag(Pl,...,P,), 
n k 
(3.6) 
where p1 2 . . . 2 ,& > /%+I = . . . = & = 0, s = rank(B), q = min{p, n}. 
From above, we easily find that drdl + BFB1 = Ik, (dlW)H(dlW) = diag(1 - @, . . . , 
1 - @), so the columns of matrix d1W are mutually orthogonal, and hence, there exists a 
unitary quaternion matrix U with 
d1W = Udiag(al,. . . ,Qlk), (3.7) 
where (pi 2 0, i = 1, . . . , k. If we let (pi = 0, i = Ic + 1,. . . , n, then 
UHdN D-,w I”_ ) =diag(cyl,...,cm). 
n k 
(3.8) 
LetQ=N(D-lwlmtl.). Theorem 3.2 follows from (3.6) and (3.8). 
4. EQUALITY CONSTRAINED LEAST SQUARES 
PROBLEM OF QUATERNION MATRICES 
In this section, we study the following equality constrained least squares (LSE) problem of 
quaternion matrices by the method of GSVD, and give the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the LSE problem of quaternion matrices to have solutions, and derive a practical algorithm. 
](dz - bll = min, 
subject to Bx = d, 
(4.la) 
(4.lb) 
where A E QTxn(m 2 n), B E Qz”“, b E Qmxl, d E Qpxl, and 1). 11 denotes the Frobenius 
norm of quaternion matrices. 
Consider the LSE problem of complex representation matrices as follows: 
IId”Y - bOII = min, 
subject to BUY = d”. 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
By (2.5) and Proposition 2.1, we easily have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The quaternion LSE problem (4.1) has a solution x if wd only if the complex 
LSE problem (4.2) has a solution Y = xb. 
For A E QFxn(m 2 n), B E Q, pxn, by GSVD there exist quaternion unitary matrices U, V 
and a nonsingular matrix Q such that (3.2) and (3.3) are true. By Proposition 2.1, we have 
(U”)H A”&” = D$ = diag (af, a:,. . . , a:), (4.3) 
(V”)H B”Q” = DQB = diag (/3:, /35,. . . ,/3Qo), (4.4) 
where cri > 0, /31 > 2 p, > ps+l = = pq = 0, (ry = diag(cYi, ai), & = diag(&, /3j) E Rzx2, 
i=1,2,... ,n, j = 1,2,. . . , q = min{p, n}. 
By Proposition 2.1, U”, V” are unitary matrices. So (4.2) is equivalent to 
II 
053 - b” = min, 
I/ 
subject to D$? = d*, 
(4.5a) 
(4.5b) 
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in which p = (QO)-lY, iU = (Ua)Hbo = (UHb)",& = (VP)Hd” = (VHd)O. Let 
UHb = Li E Qnx’y 
0 
VHd = ((ii) E Qnx? 
From (4.5), we have 
and 
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(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(43) 
in which 6p, d; E Czx2, and s = rank(B). 
Therefore, the LSE problem (4.2) has solutions if and only if Cf=s+l lldr1/2 = 0, and 
by (4.7),(4.8), and Proposition 2.1 the solutions of (4.2) are Y = Q”P, and 
2; (p,r’)” , i = 1,. . . ,s, 
by+#, i=s+l,..*, n, cwi#O, (4.9) 
0, i=s+l,...,n, c-xi = 0. 
Combining (4.1)-(4.9) and Proposition 4.1, we derive the following result on the quaternion 
LSE problem (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.2. The quaternion LSEproblem (4.1) has solutions if and only if Cy=‘=,+, l&‘l12 = 0, 
and the solutions are x = Qz, and 
&p,rl, i = 1,. . . , s, 
&c+, i=s+l,..., 12, cri#O, (4.10) 
0, i=s+l,...,n, (Yi = 0, 
in which LYE, pj, and Q are given in (3.2),(3.3), hi, & are given in (4.6), and s = rank(B). 
REMARK 1. When B = 0 and d = 0, the quaternion LSE problem (4.1) becomes quaternion 
least squares (LS) problem llAs - S(l = min. 
REMARK 2. In theory, the solutions of quaternion LSE problem (4.1) can be obtained from that 
of complex LSE problem (4.2) by complex representation u, but in practical computation, we 
give an algorithm for the quaternion LSE problem (4.1) as follows. 
PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTING THE SOLUTIONS TO (4.1). Let AE QFxn(m > n),B E Qfxn, 
b E Qmxl, and d E QPX1. 
STEP 1. Construct the GSVD of quaternion matrices A, B; i.e., construct two unitary matri- 
ces U, V and a nonsingular matrix Q such that (3.2) and (3.3) are true. 
STEP 2. Calculate Cbs+l 1&‘112. If CL,+, lldr[12 = 0, then the quaternion LSE problem (4.1) 
has solutions. 
STEP 3. Construct the solutions 2 of quaternion LSE problem (4.1). The solutions are z = Qz, 
and 
i 
d&-l, i = 1,. . . ) s, 
zi = &a;l, i=s+l,...,n, ai # 0, 
0, i=s+l,...,n, O!i = 0, 
in which og, /?j, and Q are given in (3.2),(3.3), hi, (ij are given in (4.6), and s = rank(B). 
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5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we established the quaternion LSE problem over quaternion field by means of 
the complex representation and the GSVD of quaternion matrices. We introduced norms of 
quaternion matrices by the complex representation matrices of quaternion matrices, derived the 
GSVD of quaternion matrices, studied the quaternion LSE problem by the GSVD, and gave 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the quaternion LSE problem to have solutions, and a 
practical algorithm of the quaternion LSE problem. The above result provides a useful technique 
for the applied quaternion disciplines, and can be applied to modern quantum mechanics and 
some other applied quaternion disciplines. 
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